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Abstract- Abduction is the process of proceeding from data II. PENAL
describing a set of observations or events, to a set of hypothe-
.
ses which best explains or accounts for the data. Cost-based A High Order
abduction (CBA) is an Al formalism in which evidence to be A recurrent nf
explained is treated as a goal to be proven, proofs have costs ogy of inter-neuibased on how much needs to be assumed to complete the proof,
and the set of assumptions needed to complete the least-cost In the case of
proof are taken as the best explanation for the given evidence. topology is a gra
In this paper, we introduce two techniques for improving the connecting two n
performance of high order recurrent networks (HORN) applied High Order Reci
to cost-based abduction. In the backtrack-points technique, we network whose
use heuristics to recognize early that the network trajectory is allows weighted
moving in the wrong direction; we then restore the network state
to a previously-stored point, and apply heuristic perturbations neurons. The del
to nudge the network trajectory in a different direction. In it connects; the
the negative reinforcement technique, we add hyperedges to degree in the tc
the network to reduce the attractiveness of local-minima. We denote the weigi
apply these techniques on a 300-hypothesis, 900-rule particularly-
difficult instance of CBA. t1...ik.
The input ui
output is Vi, can
I. INTRODUCTION
Auj =Cost-based abduction (CBA) is an important problem in
diagnostic reasoning under conditions of uncertainty [10]. In
CBA, evidence to be explained is treated as a goal to be A kth-order I
proven, proofs have costs based on how much needs to be order energy fur
assumed to complete the proof, and the set of assumptions E
needed to complete the least-cost proof (LCP) are taken as the
best explanation for the given evidence. In previous work [5],
we applied high-order recurrent networks (HORN) to CBA. In
this paper, we apply HORN's to a large, particularly-difficult
CBA instance containing 300 hypotheses and 900 rules. We
present two novel techniques for improving the quality of
solution returned by the HORN: backtrack-points (Sect. V) For example, th
and negative reinforcement (Sect. VI). Form:
We begin, in Section II, with a review of HORN's and
penalty logic (PL). Section III defines CBA and surveys E
previous work. Section IV presents the basic algorithm for
transforming a CBA instance into a HORN. Sections V and VI
present the backtrack-points and negative reinforcement tech-
niques, respectively, along with experimental results. Section
VII presents some discussion of efficient implementation and
parallelization, and Section VIII concludes with final remarks
and future outlook.
Donald C. Wunsch II
University of Missouri, Rolla
TY LOGIC & HIGH ORDER NETWORKS
Recurrent Networks
eural network is one whose underlying topol-
ronal connections contains at least one cycle.
the Hopfield network [14], the underlying
iph: each weighted connection is either an edge
neurons, or a self-loop involving one neuron. A
urrent Network (HORN) [2], [27] is a recurrent
underlying topology is a hypergraph, i.e., it
I hyperedges which connect more than two
gree of a hyperedge is the number of neurons
order of a HORN is the largest hyperedge
)pology. We will use the notation T§(l)ik to
;ht of the kth-degree edge connecting neurons
to a neuron in a kth-order HORN, whose
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The relationship between the output Vi and the activation
level ui of a neuron i can follow the form either of the Hopfield
network [14], of the stochastic Boltzmann machine [12], or
of the mean field annealing Boltzmann machine [22]. In our
implementation, we use the mean field annealing Boltzmann
machine: for a given neuron i,
Vi = sigmoid(ui/t), (4)
where t is a temperature parameter that starts at an initial value
to, and is decreased by a fixed percentage factor tf every et
epochs (where an epoch is a full pass through all the neurons).
B. Penalty Logic
Penalty logic (PL) is an extension of propositional logic
which associates real-valued penalties with wff's (well-formed
formulas) and allows the wff's to be violated at a cost of
their associated penalties. A PL 1 is a set of pairs {(pi, qi)},
where qi is a propositional-logic wff called an assumption
and pi is a real-valued penalty. A truth assignment to the set
of propositions which participate in the assumptions of 1 is
called a world model. If a given assumption does not have a
value of true under a given world model, then it is said to
be violated. The violation rank of a given world model is the
sum of the penalties associated with all the assumptions that
are violated by the model.
Consider the following example L over the set of proposi-
tions {p, q, r, s}.
100 PT- s
200 sq-K
75 qr V 7r 500 p
50 TVp 120 q
Here, the minimum-violation rank world model is {p
T,r <- F,s - F,q +- T} with penalty equal to 100.
C. Equivalence between Penalty Logic and HORN's
Pinkas [23] shows that there is an equivalence between
HORN's and penalty logic, specifically between the problem
of finding the minimum energy neuron assignment for a
HORN and the problem of finding the minimum violation rank
world model for a PL. We briefly sketch the basic elements
of this transformation here, but the reader is referred to [23]
for a fuller description.
Given a logical expression s, a characteristic function H(s)
is constructed to have its maximum value exactly when s has
a value of true. If s = s1 A S2, then
H(s) = H(si) x H(s2) (5)
If s =Sl VS2, then
H(s) = H(si) + H(s2) - H(si) x H(s2) . (6)
If s = -si, then
H(s) =1-H(s1) . (7)
Finally, if s = xi, where xl is an atomic proposition, then
H(s) = xi , (8)
where xi has values of 1 and 0 in the algebraic function if
and only if it has values of true and false, respectively, in the
logical function. For example, the expression s = a A b -* c
would be converted into a characteristic function as follows:
H(a/Ab - c) = H(-_(aAb) Vc) = H((-_aV_-b) Vc)
- H(-a V -b) + c-H(-a V-b)c
- (l-a)+(l-b)-(1-a)(l-b)+c
-c(l - a) -c(l -b) + c(l - a)(1 -b)
= 1-ab+abc. (9)
We can see from the following truth table that H(s) indeed has
its maximal points exactly at those truth assignments which
satisfy s.


















For a given PL L, the Pinkas transformation constructs a
HORN as follows:
1) Each proposition in L becomes a neuron in the HORN.
2) For each (pi, ,i) E 12, construct the characteristic
function H(--iq$) and add to the HORN the connections
corresponding to [pi x H(_ii)].
III. COST-BASED ABDUCTION
A. Introduction
Abduction is the process of proceeding from data describing
observations or events, to a set of hypotheses, which best
explains or accounts for the data [13]. A CBA system is a
knowledge representation in which a given world situation is
modeled as a 4-tuple IC = (H, XZ, c, 5), where
* 7t is a set of hypotheses or propositions,
* R is a set of rules of the form
(hi, Ahi2 A---Ahin) hik,
where hi1, .. ., hi, (called the antecedents) and hik
(called the consequent) are all members of X, and where
R does not contain any logical cyclicities (see definition
below),
. 5 C 7H is called the goal set or the evidence.
If a hypothesis hi is an antecedent for a rule for which
hypothesis hj is a consequent, then we say that hi is an
ancestor of hi; further, if hi is an ancestor of hj, and hj
is an ancestor of hk, then hi is an ancestor of hk. A logical
cyclicity occurs if there are two hypothesis h and h' such that
h is an ancestor of h', and h' is an ancestor of h.
The objective is to find the LCP for the evidence, where
the cost of a proof is taken to be the sum of the costs of
all hypotheses that must be assumed in order to complete the
proof. Any given hypothesis can be made true in two ways: it
can be assumed to be true, at a cost of its assumability cost, or
it can be proved. If a hypothesis occurs as the consequent of a
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rule R, then it can be proved, at no cost, to be true by making
all the antecedents of R true, either by assumption or by proof.
If a hypothesis does not appear as the consequent of any rule,
then it cannot be proved, it can be made true only by being
assumed. The cost of a hypothesis can be oo, which means that
it cannot be assumed, it can only be proved. One can assume,
without loss of generality, that any hypothesis that appears as
the consequent of any rule has an infinite assumability cost. We
therefore consider the hypothesis set XH to be partitioned into
two subsets: a set of assumable hypotheses 7tA, which have
finite assumability costs and do not appear as consequents of
any rules, and a set of provable hypotheses 7'p, which have
infinite assumability costs and, hence, can be made true only
by being proved.
B. Literature Review
Finding an LCP for an instance of CBA was shown to be
J.P-hard in 1994 [10], and, in 2004, Abdelbar [3] showed
that even approximating an LCP within a fixed ratio bound of
the optimal is AfP-hard.
A number of approaches to this problem have been ex-
plored. Charniak and Shimony [9], [10] presented a best-first
heuristic search method, and admissible heuristics have been
investigated by Charniak and Husain [8], and Abdelbar and
Hefny [7].
Santos [24], [25] presented a method for transforming a
CBA instance into a set of linear constraints, which could
then be solved by 0-1 integer linear programming (ILP).
Santos' operations research (OR) based approach was followed
by several others: Ishizuka and Matsuo [ 15] presented a
method called slide down and shift up, which uses a combi-
nation of linear programming and nonlinear programming to
find approximate solutions in polynomial-time; Ohsawa and
Ishizuka [20] presented a method called bubble propagation,
which also finds approximate solutions in polynomial-time;
Matsuo and Ishizuka [19] investigated linear and nonlinear
programming approaches to CBA and to more general logical
reasoning problems such as satisfiability. Santos and Santos
[26] presented sufficient conditions for a CBA instance to be
polynomially-solvable based on the idea of totally unimodu-
lar matrices; their work has been extended by Ohsawa and
Yachida [21].
Abdelbar [I] showed that methods for cost-based abduction
can be used for belief revision on belief networks. Kato
et al. [16] investigated a method for finding LCP's based
on binary decision diagrams. Den [11] presented a chart-
based method for cost-based abduction. Kato et al. [17]
investigated a search control mechanism for the A* algorithm
for cost-based abduction, and Kato et aL [18] investigated
the parallelization of cost-based abduction with parallel best-
first search. Recently, ant colony [6], and population-oriented
simulated annealing [4] approaches to cost-based abduction
have also been explored.
C. Generating CBA Instances
We used a CBA random instance generator, previously
described in [5], which takes as parameters the total number
of hypotheses, the number of rules, and a lower bound on
the number of assumable hypotheses. Initial experimentation
suggested a ratio of 1:3 for the total number of hypotheses
relative to the number of rules yielded difficult instances.
We then fixed the total number of hypotheses at 300, and
the number of rules at 900, and allowed the number of
assumable hypotheses to vary from 40 to 200, in steps of
10, generating 25 random instances at each step. Thus, the
total number of CBA instances generated was 425 (these
instances are available from www.cbalib.org). Out of these
instances, a method was needed to choose the most likely
to be difficult without exactly solving each instance. Each
instance was converted to an integer linear program (ILP)
using Santos' method [25]. The linear program (LP) relaxation
of the ILP corresponding to each instance was solved using
the popular public-domain engine lp-solve. The number
of non-integral variables in the solution to the linear program,
denoted f, was determined. The worst-case run-time of the
full ILP is bounded from above by 2f, although, of course,
because of the branch-and-bound pruning process, the actual
run-time may be much less than this. However, lacking another
measure, we used the ratio of f to the total number of variables
as a rough predictor of the difficulty of the problem instance.
Based on this ratio, we selected for this paper the problem
instance with the highest value for this ratio and used ILP
(again using lp-solve as the engine) to obtain the exact
solution for this instance. The characteristics of this instance
and of the ILP solution are as follows:
. Instance name: raal80 (available at www.cbalib.org).
. Number of hypotheses: 300; number of rules: 900.
* Assumable hypotheses: 180.
. Maximum rule depth: 38; average: 25.0; median: 27.
. Maximum number of rules in which a single hypothesis
appears as a consequent: 15; average: 7.5; median: 7.
. Maximum number of rules in which a single hypothesis
appears as an antecedent: 72; average: 14.6; median: 11.
* Number of global optimums: one unique optimal solution
of cost 10,821.
. ILP CPU time: 88,835 seconds (24.68 hours).
. ILP branch-and-bound tree depth: 41.
* ILP tree nodes: 178,313.
IV. BASIC ALGORITHM
In this section, we present an algorithm for converting a
given instance (H, 1Z, c, 9) of cost-based abduction into an
instance £ ={(pi, Oi)} of penalty logic, such that the least-
cost proof for (7i,1?, c, g) will correspond to the minimum
violation-rank world model for C.
Given a rule R E 1?, we will let a(R) denote the antecedent
set (left-hand side) of R and /3(R) denote the consequent
(right-hand side) of R. We will assume, without loss of
generality, that 1 = 1. Let I1 > 1 and IF2 > 1 be two
user-set constants.
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Let cO, be equal to
coo = 1 + cC(h).
hE1R(A
(10)
For each h C 'Hp, define lZh = {R E 1Zlh = 3(R)}. For
each Ri E 1Zh, define
Ohi = (hj1 A hj2A ... A hji,) (I 1)
where n = Ia(Ri)I and a(Ri) = {hj,,hi2.I.. ,hj,,}. Add to
L the clause Oh = (Ph, kh), where Ph equals rlc,, and
Oh =-hVVhlV h2V ...-Vhk, (12)
where k = IRh I
For each h E HA, add to L the clause Oh = (Ph, Oh), where
Oh equals -'h, and Ph equals c(h).
Let the goal set consist of the hypothesis h. Add to L: the
clause Og = (Ph, h), where Oh = h, and Ph = 172C00.
The minimum violation-rank world models of L will cor-
respond exactly to the least-cost proofs of (-, 1Z, c, g). For
each clause (Ph, Oh) E L, Equations (5)-(8) are then used to
obtain H(-'Oh). The algebraic expression H(-'Oh) will have
its minimum point exactly when Oh is true. If the algebraic
function H(--'h) contains non-unity powers (i.e. xk for some
k > 1) of any of the hypotheses x, then xk is substituted by x;
the resulting function is denoted H'(_-'h). The two functions
H(-'h) and H'(-'qh) will have the same global minima.
Each algebraic function H'(--'h) is then multiplied by the
weight Ph. and is expressed as a set of weighted hyperedges
according to Equation (2).
V. BACKTRACK POINTS
A. Straightforward Application
Given a CBA instance, we can apply the algorithm of the
previous section to obtain an equivalent PL instance and then
apply the Pinkas transformation [23] (see Sect. II.C) to obtain
an equivalent HORN. We will call this approach the vanilla
approach.
The network obtained when the vanilla approach is applied
to raal80 has the following characteristics:
. Total neurons: 300.
. Total hyperedges: 95,348.
. Average number of hyperedges in which a single neuron
participates: 8,23 1.1.
. Maximum number of hyperedges in which a single neu-
ron participates: 37,953.
. Average number of neurons per hyperedge: 25.9.
* Maximum number of neurons per hyperedge: 55.
Because of the complexity of this HORN, it is not easy
to obtain good, or even feasible, solutions using the vanilla
approach. Even with high values for I17 and 172, which proved
sufficient on most problems for producing feasible solutions,
and with a variety of temperature cooling schedules, the
network invariably falls into local minima that correspond to
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Fig. 1. Application of the backtrack-points to raal80 (only showing the
first 1000 epochs).
. The goal is assumed without proper proof (happens when
I7 < 72).
. The goal is not reached (happens when I1F > 72).
B. Backtrack points
In order to avoid infeasible solutions in this (and other)
problems, we developed a generic technique that exploits the
underlying logic of the problem to successfully guide the
network if it starts to fall into an invalid solution.
The motivation for this technique came from observing the
behavior of the network while solving this and other large
instances of CBA, especially when it falls into local minima
corresponding to invalid solutions (these observations apply
mainly to the case when IF, < I72). In these scenarios, the
network would initially find a valid solution with a relatively
high cost (a lot of hypotheses are assumed), and then as it
is reducing the cost there would come a point when some
of the hypotheses are deactivated even though they are really
needed to prove the goal - resulting in an invalid solution.
Another interesting observation is that in this initial phase it
is almost always the case that not all the logical rules are
utilized by the network: for some rules in the CBA, the neurons
corresponding to all the antecedents are activated while the
neuron corresponding to the consequent is deactivated.
To avoid this scenario, we started storing what we call
backtrack-points. Every 200 epochs, as long as the network
is in a state corresponding to a valid solution, we store the
network state in a temporary buffer. Then, as soon as the
network enters into a state corresponding to an invalid solution,
we restore the network to the latest backtrack-point and apply
the following perturbation algorithm:
Algorithm 1
1) Construct the set T C 'HA that contains all the hy-
potheses that correspond to neurons whose state in the
network is > 0.5.
2) Assuming all the hypotheses in T to be true, repeatedly
apply the rules in 1Z in order to construct the set y C
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'Hp that contains all the hypotheses that can be proved
from T.
3) For every neuron x in the network that corresponds to
a hypothesis h E Y, if Vx < 0.5, adjust ux so that you
have Vx > 0.5.
Applying this stategy to raa180, we were able to achieve
two important benefits:
1) Now the network consistently found valid solutions in
every run.
2) Due to the robustness introduced by this strategy, we
were able to employ low values for I1 and I72 (namely,
I1 = 0.4 and F2 = 0.8), allowing the network to focus
more on reducing the cost and thus obtaining better
solutions.
Fig. I shows a typical run, with an initial temperature of to =
106 and a temperature cooling factor of tf = 0.998 every
et = 200 epochs.
VI. NEGATIVE REINFORCEMENT
When we run a HORN using the backtrack-points method of
the previous section and we obtain a feasible locally-optimal
solution, we often would like to be able to run the network
further and perhaps obtain a better local minimum. We now
propose a method for achieving this. The idea of this method
is to apply an algorithm at the end of the network simulation
to reduce the attractiveness of (i.e. negatively reinforce) the
current local minimum in order to encourage the network to
search for other solutions. To do so, we alter the network
topology according to the following algorithm:
Algorithm 2
1) Construct the set .A/ of all neurons x such that
a) Vx > 0.5.
b) x corresonds to a hypothesis h E HA.
2) Save the current network state.
3) Add to the network a hyperedge of degree KiVI whose
members are the elements of K and with weight
-F3cOO, where F3 > 0.
4) Restart the network simulation from the current state.
5) After the simulation, check the solution corresponding
to the network state:
a) If the solution is invalid, restore the state saved in
step 2 and exit.
b) Else, reapply the algorithm.
Fig. 2 shows the application of this technique to raal80,
after the main simulation had ended and the network settled in
a local minimum at a solution of cost 24,713. The algorithm
ran for a total of 9 iterations, using r3 = 20 and a high tem-
perature decrease factor of tf = 0.83 every et = 200 epochs
during this phase of the simulation. The first 6 iterations all
resulted in solution improvements. The seventh iteration failed
to move the network from its current local minimum, and it
tFor best results, it is recommended that the network simulation restarts
at a high temperature (like the original initial temperature) but with a much
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Fig. 2. Application of negative reinforcement to raal80 after the main
simulation had ended.
took one more iteration to move it to a better solution. Finally,
the ninth iteration resulted in an invalid solution (not shown
in the figure), so the network was restored to the last good
state giving a solution of cost 21,092.
The epoch and CPU-time breakdown is shown in Table I.
We can see that the negative reinforcement technique resulted
in a cost reduction of 14.7% at the expense of increasing the
number of epochs by 10.7%-which is only a 2.8% increase
in execution time because, as discussed in the next section,
epochs close to the end of the simulation take less time than
epochs at the beginning.
VII. IMPLEMENTATION & PARALLELIZATION ISSUES
A. Hyperedge Computation
Due to the symmetry of the HORN employed, we find that
an efficient way of simulating the network in each epoch is to
process the hyperedges one at a time, not the neurons. This
means that for each hyperedge T(k)i we do the multiplica-
tion just once for all the neurons i1 ... ik in the hyperedge to
get the product PT, and then update the state of each neuron
for this edge by Aui = PT/Vi. After all the hyperedges are
"fired," each neuron's output is updated by equation (4). Thus,
instead of doing k(k - 1) multiplications per edge, we do 2k
multiplications per edge. This gives a good speed advantage
in case of large hyperedges, which happens frequently in this
kind of problem (e.g. for raal80, kavg = 25.9).
As the network simulation advances, more and more hyper-
edges become inactive. This happens when two or more of the
neurons participating in the hyperedge have a 0 output. Thus,
TABLE I
EPOCH AND CPU TIME BREAKDOWN FOR A TYPICAI. RUN
milestone epoch number CPU time
network generation - 7.9 min.
time to first backtrack point 800 9.4 min.
finding first solution 257,600 53.3 min.
end of negative reinforcement phase 285,200 54.8 min.
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to speed up the simulation in this phase, we flag any such
hyperedge and store with it which neurons are responsible for
its deactivation, and then in any subsequent epoch we merely
check those neurons, and if we find they are still inactive
we can skip this edge. This technique greatly speeds up the
simulation especially in its later phases.
B. Parallelization
One of the main attractions of connectionist methods is their
natural capacity for massive parallelism. We expect that if
the above technique for evaluating each hyperedge once is
carried over into parallel techniques, then the most natural
division of labour would be that each processing unit be
responsible for a subset of the hyperedges. Another (much
smaller) group of processors would be responsible for updating
the Vi's according to equation (4).
For maximum performance, there is no need for tight
synchronization between the group of processors responsible
for firing the hyperedges and those responsible for firing the
neurons. If it happens that the product of a hyperedge is
computed using some Vi values from the current epoch and
some from the previous epoch, this will only increase the level
of randomness in the system and could contribute to escaping
local minima.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In this paper, we presented two techniques for improving the
solution quality of the HORN method of cost-based abduction.
The backtrack-points technique (Sect. V) allowed feasible
solutions, of reasonable quality, to be returned for raal80,
where the vanilla approach failed repeatedly to return feasible
solutions for this problem. The negative reinforcement tech-
nique (Sect. VI) significantly improved solution cost while
increasing run-time almost negligibly.
The instance raal80 is a particularly-difficult (see Sect.
III.C) instance of CBA. Comparing HORN's to ILP, we find
that HORN's, thus far, are not able to find the optimal solution
for this instance (although, of course, in previous work [5],
HORN's found the optimal solution for a number of (easier)
instances). We would hope that future research will lead to
one of two results:
1) Techniques such as those presented in this paper will
allow better solutions to be found by HORN's for
instances in the class of raal80.
2) HORN's will be able to return good-quality solutions to
CBA instances that are of a harder class of difficulty than
raal8 0. ILP, ultimately, has worst-case exponential
complexity. The run-time of ILP on raal80 is more
than 24 CPU-hours. As problem difficulty increases,
there will come a point where ILP becomes impractical.
The challenge is for HORN performance to continue to
scale well as network size increases.
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